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Deform PF-MT: Particle Filter With Mode Tracker
for Tracking Nonaffine Contour Deformations

Namrata Vaswani, Yogesh Rathi, Anthony Yezzi, and Allen Tannenbaum

Abstract—We propose algorithms for tracking the boundary
contour of a deforming object from an image sequence, when the
nonaffine (local) deformation over consecutive frames is large and
there is overlapping clutter, occlusions, low contrast, or outlier
imagery. When the object is arbitrarily deforming, each, or at
least most, contour points can move independently. Contour
deformation then forms an infinite (in practice, very large), di-
mensional space. Direct application of particle filters (PF) for
large dimensional problems is impractically expensive. However,
in most real problems, at any given time, most of the contour
deformation occurs in a small number of dimensions (“effective
basis space”) while the residual deformation in the rest of the
state space (“residual space”) is small. This property enables us
to apply the particle filtering with mode tracking (PF-MT) idea
that was proposed for such large dimensional problems in recent
work. Since most contour deformation is low spatial frequency,
we propose to use the space of deformation at a subsampled set
of locations as the effective basis space. The resulting algorithm
is called deform PF-MT. It requires significant modifications
compared to the original PF-MT because the space of contours is
a non-Euclidean infinite dimensional space.

I. INTRODUCTION

O UR goal is to causally segment moving and deforming
object(s) from a sequence of images. This is formulated

as the problem of sequentially estimating the boundary con-
tour of the object, i.e., computing an optimal Bayesian estimate
of the state (contour and contour velocity) at the current time
using all observations (images) until the current time. This is
referred to as “tracking”. Any optimal state estimate, e.g., min-
imum mean squared error (MMSE) or maximum a posteriori
(MAP), can be computed once the posterior is approximated.
The state dynamics is assumed to be Markovian. The observed
image is a noisy and possibly nonlinear function of the contour.
The observation likelihood (image likelihood given the contour)
is often multimodal or heavy tailed as a function of the contour.1
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1The observation likelihood treated as a function of the state (here contour)
has multiple local maxima.

This can be due to clutter, i.e., due to background objects which
are partially occluded by the object of interest (Fig. 1); due to
an object which partially occludes the object of interest (Fig. 6);
due to low contrast imagery (see Fig. 7 and [2]); or due to out-
lier noise (Fig. 2). Since the observation likelihood is nonlinear
and often multimodal, and since the state dynamics is nonlinear,
due to the state space being non-Euclidean, the exact posterior
cannot be computed. We study particle filtering [3]–[5] solu-
tions to the tracking problem.

If the motion of the object is constrained, the contour mo-
tion can be efficiently represented by a small number of pa-
rameters, e.g., the affine group [6], [7]. However, if the object
is arbitrarily deforming, each contour point can move indepen-
dently. Contour deformation then forms an infinite (in practice,
very large), dimensional space. Deforming contours occur either
due to changing regions of partial occlusions [e.g., Fig. 6(b)]
or when the object of interest is actually deforming its shape
over a time or space sequence of images, e.g., beating heart,
moving animals or humans, or the cross sections of different
parts of a 3-D object like the brain, in consecutive MRI slices
(Fig. 7). Most biological images contain deforming objects/re-
gions. Contour tracking has many applications in medical image
analysis, e.g., sequential segmentation (Fig. 7); tracking heart
regions [2] or image guided surgery [8].

Early work on contour tracking used the Kalman filter to track
a fixed number of marker points [9]–[11] or a fixed parametric
representation, such as B-spline control points [12]. A Kalman
filter for a continuous contour was proposed in [13]. The sem-
inal work of Condensation [6] first used the particle filter (PF)
[3]–[5] which could track the contour even when the observa-
tion likelihood was multimodal, e.g., due to clutter or occlu-
sion. Also, the PF allowed directly using the image, or the edge
map, as the observation. However, it tracked on the 6-D space
of affine deformations and, hence, could not track large local
deformations.

Many recent works on contour tracking [14]–[19] use the
level set representation [20] of a contour (which automatically
handles contour length/topology changes due to deformation)
and propose different types of posterior mode trackers [21]
for tracking deforming contours, with different likelihood and
prior models and different mode computation methods. How-
ever, posterior mode trackers, also called approximate linear
observers, implicitly assume that the posterior is effectively
unimodal, i.e., has only one significant mode which is near the
previously tracked contour. This is quite restrictive and may
not hold when there is background clutter, occlusions or low
contrast imagery (multimodal likelihood) and fast moving/de-
forming sequences (broad prior), e.g., see Figs. 2, 7, 6, and also
[22]. The work of [18] computes the current contour estimate
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as an approximate linear combination of the predicted contour
and the observation likelihood mode nearest to it; and does the
same for global motion. In other words, it defines posterior
mode trackers separately for deformation and for motion.
To address the limitations of posterior mode tracking and of
full PF, in [22], we defined a PF to track affine deformations
(similar to [6]), while using an approximate linear observer
(similar to [18]) to estimate the nonaffine, or local, deformation
for each affine deformed contour particle. In doing this, we
implicitly assumed that the posterior of nonaffine deformation
is unimodal. This is much weaker than the assumptions of most
previous work and is valid for many practical problems shown
in [22] where either the observation likelihood is unimodal as
a function of local deformation or the local deformation per
frame is small. However, in other situations, where the object
is deforming fast, and there are multiple contour modes in the
image separated by local deformation, the posterior of local
deformation will be multimodal, e.g., see Figs. 1, 2, 6, and 7.

To relax the assumptions of [22], and, hence, also of
[14]–[19], we need an importance sampling step in PF that
also samples from the space of local deformations. However,
as explained earlier, the space of local deformations is large
dimensional. Thus, standard PF is impractical due to the re-
duction in effective particle size [4] as dimension increases.
However, in most real problems, at any given time, most of the
contour deformation occurs in a smaller number of dimensions
(“effective basis space”) while the deformation in the rest of
the state space (“residual” space) is small. Thus, the large
dimensional state spaces property introduced in [23] holds
and so we can apply the PF with Mode Tracker (PF-MT) [23]
idea to our problem. A large part of the contour deformation
is smooth, i.e., it is low spatial frequency. Hence, we propose
to use the space of deformation at a small subsampled set of
locations along the contour as the effective basis space. We call
the resulting algorithm Deform PF-MT.

The development of Deform PF-MT requires significant
modifications because the space of contours is a non-Euclidean
infinite dimensional space, while PF-MT was originally pro-
posed for a large dimensional Euclidean space. Specifically the
following.

1) There is no unique way to parameterize deformation and
consequently no unique way to subsample it or to interpo-
late it from sub-samples. There is also no known way to
perform PCA of the space of deformations, except when
all contours have small deviations from the mean so that
linear PCA is valid [24], [25], [19]. In this work, we de-
velop two possible parameterizations for deformation and
their corresponding interpolation algorithms. We define a
novel system model for contour deformation dynamics,
which can use any one of these two parameterizations This
is done in Section II.

2) Since the space of contours is non-Euclidean, the dis-
cretization of the above model is valid only under the
small motion assumption (see Assumption 1). We show
how to implement importance sampling for the proposed
model using the level set method, when the small motion
assumption is violated. Specifically, we give a method
to implement contour motion using level sets when the

contour velocity is an unbounded random variable. In our
case it is obtained by interpolating a small dimensional
Gaussian vector onto all contour points and, hence, its
maximum magnitude is unbounded. This is described in
Section III.

3) A third contribution is a way to estimate the effective basis
dimension and the system model parameters and a way
to estimate changes in effective basis when either contour
length or spatial frequency of deformation changes. This is
described in Section IV.

4) We discuss simulation/experimental results and compar-
isons with [22] in Section V and conclude in Section VI.

We stress the difference of the current work from Conden-
sation [6] which represented a contour by the B-spline control
points of its x and y locations. In the current work, we use 1-D
B-splines to only interpolate deformation (normal contour ve-
locity) defined at subsampled points onto all the contour
points. Since the maximum spatial frequency of the deformation
signal is usually much smaller than that of the contour signal
and since we also use a mode tracking step to track residual de-
formation, in most cases our algorithm will require much fewer
control points for the effective basis deformation than what [6]
used for representing the contour. For example, in our experi-
ments, sufficed.

II. STATE SPACE MODEL

The observation at time (image and edge map at ) is denoted
by and the state at (contour, its deformation and its transla-
tion) is denoted by . We begin by describing the space of con-
tours and the basic idea of the level set method in Section II-A.
Next, we introduce the proposed system model for contour de-
formation in Section II-B. We briefly describe the observation
model (taken from existing work) in Section II-C. Finally, we
discuss two ways to parameterize deformation in order to use
our system model in practice in Section II-D.

A. Space of Contours and Notation

The contour at time, , can be represented as
. The superscript refers to the

spatially continuous contour. The parametrization is not unique,
i.e., all re-parameterizations of the parameter of the form

, where is continuous and strictly
monotonic, yield the same contour [26, Ch. 1]. In other words,
the contour is a geometric entity [26]. The outward normal to

at is denoted by or by . Denote the space
of contours by . The tangent space to at , denoted ,
will be the space of all normal velocities (velocities along the
normal to at each point), since tangential velocity only
re-parameterizes the contour [27], [26]. We use to denote
the vector of normal velocities (deformation), i.e., .

We use the terms “deformation”, “deformation ve-
locity”, and “normal velocity” interchangeably. We let

denote the spatial
discretization of the contour. Here , is a row vector
containing the x and y location of the th contour point.

Similarly, contains the normal vector (arranged as a
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row vector) at these points and
contains the normal direction deformation at these points.

When implementing contour motion using the level set
method [28], [29], consists of the x-y locations of the points
of intersection of the contour with the pixel grid. Because of
this, (a) changes with time as the contour deforms, and (b)
consecutive points are nonuniformly spaced along the param-
eter (i.e., ). For example, when
using the arclength parametrization (i.e., is the normalized
arclength), the arclength distance between and
is different from that between and for .
The same also applies for any other parametrization, except the
one that forces consecutive points to be uniformly spaced. (c)
Also, as the contour deforms, its arclength deforms, resulting
in both local and global changes in arclength.

1) More Notation: Global translation is represented by a
row vector . The normal direction deformation velocity
(after removing translation) is denoted by and this
can be split into a small dimensional effective basis defor-
mation, , and residual deformation, .

are the projections along the basis matrices,
. As we explain later, the effective basis states consist of

and , and, thus, the effective basis dimension is .
After specifying the system model in continuous time, we
discretize it using where is the discretization interval.
We use the subscript, , to denote the th discrete time instant.

We use the notation and interchangeably to
denote the row vector containing the x-y location of the th
contour point. Similarly, or is the normal direction
deformation (scalar) of this contour point.

The max norm (also known as the norm) of an -length
vector is .

We use to denote a Gaussian probability den-
sity function (pdf) with mean and covariance . We use

to denote the value of the pdf computed at .
Some other notation specific to computing is defined in
Section II-D. This is primarily used only in Algorithms 2 and 3.

2) Level Set Method: We use the level set method [28], [29]
to move the contours since it automatically handles contour
length changes. is represented implicitly as the zero level
set of a 2-D function, denoted , i.e., is the collection of
all points where denotes the x-y coor-
dinates. In other words, satisfies . The
direction of the gradient, , is along the normal to the level
set. A common choice of is the “signed distance function”
[28], [29]. It is well known that level set evolution corresponding

to contour evolution of the form
is given by

(1)

where is the “normal extension” of onto all nonzero
level sets [28], [29].

B. System Model

The state consists of the contour, , its deformation (normal
contour velocity after removing translation), , and the global
translational velocity, . In [22], we used the space of affine

deformations as the effective basis space. In this work, we
propose to use the space of global translations and the
space of deformation at a small number, , of subsampled
locations along the contour as the effective basis space. We
denote the subsampled deformation by . The effective
deformation basis directions, , are the interpolation
functions used to interpolate to all contour points. The
deformation, , can be split into effective deformation, ,
along and deformation, , along the residual basis
directions, , i.e., . Thus,
the state, with effective basis state,

. In this work, we assume that and
follow a first order autoregressive (AR) model, while is
temporally and spatially independent and identically distributed
(iid). Thus, the continuous time model for is

(2)

where denotes the partial differential of w.r.t. time;
are Brownian motions [30], with dimensions

and 2, respectively; and refers to the basis matrix
or normal direction computed at the th contour point (at pa-
rameter location ). Assume that the observations arrive every

time instants, i.e., at times . Defining
, the

above can be time-discretized as follows:

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

where and so on and denotes the th row of
the matrix or vector (corresponding to the th contour point).
The effective basis matrix, , will be defined
by (11) or by (18), depending on the type of parametrization
chosen (we explain this later in Section II-D). The residual basis
matrix, , satisfies

(8)

Note that the discretization in (3) and (4) assumes the
following.

Assumption 1 (Small Motion): The observation interval,
, is small enough, or equivalently, the deformation velocity

is slow enough so that is also approxi-
mately normal to .

Remark 1: This assumption can be violated since is a
Gaussian random vector and so its max norm and, hence, the
max norm of , is unbounded. When it is violated, one
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discrete time step of (3) and (4) is implemented using multiple
iterations of the level set method.

Remark 2: Only under the above assumption, the number
of points in and in will be the same. The level set
implementation of (3), (4) allows this number to be different.

Remark 3: Both the choice of effective basis and the dy-
namics of or can be easily changed in the above
model without changing anything else in our framework.

C. Observation Model

The observation at time , is the image at and its edge
map. We assume that depends only on (and not on the
velocity), i.e., the observation likelihood

(9)

where is a segmentation energy functional. Many ideas
have been proposed in literature for segmentation and tracking
energies—these can be classified as “region based”, e.g., [31],
[22], [2]; “edge based”, e.g., [6] or “motion based”, e.g., [11].
Using a good observation model is important, but we do not ad-
dress it here. We use a product of the simple region-based likeli-
hood of [22] which was motivated by the Chan and Vese model
[31] and the edge-based likelihood proposed in Condensation
[6]. This combines the advantages of a region based approach
(ability to select the object of interest) with those of an edge
based approach (ability to deal with intensity variations across
the sequence and with errors in learning the foreground or back-
ground object intensities). The observation likelihood equation
for defining and the implicit assumptions in using it
are given in the Appendix. The resulting likelihood is frequently
multimodal with a strong mode at the object of interest (high
region and edge likelihood) and a weaker mode at any “object”
(high edge likelihood only).

D. Parameterizing and Interpolating Contour Deformation

So far, we have postponed the question of how to parame-
terize deformation and how to use it to interpolate subsampled
deformation. We use 1-D closed cubic B-splines as the interpo-
lation functions since they are twice continuously differentiable
(required by the level set method) and provide local control (one
control point, , affects deformation of only a small region
of the contour). Local control makes the interpolation robust to
outlier errors in any one control point.

Let denote the closed cubic B-spline com-
puted at parameter location, . This can be computed in
practice using the cox-de-Boor recursion or directly [32]. The
basis points (called “knots” [32]) are . The
subsampled deformation, , interpolated to contour point, ,
is given by

(10)

where is the parameter value corresponding to contour
point, . In general, one can replace B-splines by any choice
of periodic interpolation functions without changing anything in
our framework. In the next two sub-subsections we show how
to use the above interpolation function to parameterize defor-
mation in two different ways.

1) Radial Angle Parametrization: We use the radial angle,
(angular coordinate of the th contour point w.r.t. the

centroid of the contour’s inside region, ), normalized by
, as the parameter, i.e., . Thus

(11)

where (12)

where the vector contains the knots (basis points) which
are uniformly spaced at angular distance i.e.,

, and denotes the
th contour point.
2) Arclength Parametrization: We use the arclength [26],

, of the contour point w.r.t. an initial starting point,
normalized by the total length, , as the parameter, i.e.,

. Thus

(13)

where (14)

where is the contour length; has components
which denote the arclength location of the

th knot w.r.t. a fixed starting point (that moves with the same
velocity as the contour) and denotes the th contour point.
At time, , we place the knots on the contour uniformly at
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arclength distance apart, i.e.,
. In order to ensure that affects deforma-

tion of the same part of the contour at time as did
at time , we move the the x-y locations of the knots with the
same velocity as that of the contour. Their arclength locations
at time form the new knots vector which is used to inter-
polate . We explain this below.

Let contain the x-y locations of the knots
on the contour ( contains the x-y location of

). It is computed as

(15)

In particular, is the initial contour point. The inverse
mapping, is given by: , and

(16)

As the contour deforms, the knots also move with the same ve-
locity, i.e., their x-y locations at time , follow

(17)

and at each is recomputed using (16). Because
of this, the knots may not remain uniformly spaced after some
time: some may come “too close”, others may go “too far” away
compared to . This will require a knot re-allocation (change
of effective basis), explained in Section IV-B.

In summary, at time is computed as

(18)

and follows (17); is defined in (16) and is de-
fined in (14).

3) Choosing Parametrization Type: For a given problem,
we discuss some preliminary ideas on which parametrization
to choose when. Contour motion using the level set method is
easily implemented using a x-y location based parametrization
of deformation such as radial angle. In this case, the interpola-
tion functions, and, hence, the extension velocities can be di-
rectly computed without having to first compute the zero level
set (contour). This makes implementation using level sets in-
tuitive and fast. Also such a parametrization can, in principle,
automatically handles changes in contour topology.

On the other hand, radial parametrization cannot be used if
one would like to independently deform two or more points of
a contour that are close along the radial angle, but are far if one
moves along the contour arclength. Such applications can be
handled by the arclength parametrization. However, level set im-
plementation of the arclength parametrization is expensive be-
cause the zero level set (contour) needs to be computed at each

iteration (details in Section III-B). Also, it is useful for appli-
cations where change in topology is not allowed. In practical
implementations, we handle this by detecting topology change
of contour particles and assigning a zero likelihood to particles
for which topology change occurs.

III. DEFORM PF-MT

A particle filter (PF) [3], [33], [5] uses sequential im-
portance sampling [33] along with a resampling step
[3] to output at each time , a cloud of particles,

with weights whose empirical measure
, closely approximates

the true posterior, . Here
denotes the Dirac delta function at . For large dimensional
problems such as deformable contour tracking, direct applica-
tion of PF becomes impractical due to the reduction in effective
particle size as dimension increases. To address this issue, the
PF with Mode Tracker (PF-MT) algorithm was proposed in
[23]. The importance sampling dimension of PF-MT is only

which is much smaller than and this
greatly improves its effective particle size compared to PF. We
first explain the general PF-MT idea and then explain how to
implement each step for deformable contour tracking (Deform
PF-MT).

A. Main Idea of PF With Mode Tracker (PF-MT)

PF-MT splits the state vector into
where denotes coefficients along a small dimen-
sional “effective basis” while denotes the “residual”
basis coefficients. In our problem, and

. PF-MT importance samples the effective
state particles, , from their state transition prior, while
replacing importance sampling by posterior Mode Tracking
(MT) for the residual state particles, . Mode Tracking
is an approximation to the “Efficient Importance Sampling”
technique, proposed in [23], which importance samples
from a Gaussian approximation to the residual posterior

(19)

about its unique mode (it assumes unimodality of ).
As explained in [23], unimodality of the residual posterior is
ensured if the residual space state transition variance is small
enough compared to the distance between likelihood modes
along residual space. The Mode Tracking approximation deter-
ministically sets equal to the unique mode of ,
and this is a valid approximation when its maximum variance
is small enough. This is again ensured if the residual space
state transition variance is small enough. For our model, given
in (3)–(7), the residual space state transition variance in any
direction is and thus PF-MT is applicable if is “small
enough”, i.e., . Some possible ways to compute

are discussed in [23], but most of them are of only
theoretical interest. We give the stepwise PF-MT algorithm
below.
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1) Importance Sample from its state transition prior. For
, sample .

2) Mode Track . For , set
where

.
3) Weight and Resample. For

compute
. Resample

[4].
In the next three subsections, we discuss how each step is de-
veloped for Deform PF-MT. The complete algorithm is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1 and its code is available at http://www.
ece.iastate.edu/~namrata/research/Contour-
Track.html#code [34].

B. Deform PF-MT: Importance Sampling on Effective Basis

For each particle, , this involves sampling
and from their state transition priors, and

respectively and computing using (4).We
implement (4) using the level set method. When Assumption 1
holds, the level set evolution corresponding to contour evolution
given by (4) is

(20)

(21)

where is the normal extension [28], [29] of
onto nonzero level sets and is defined

either by (18) or by (11). Since may not be an integer, the
implementation of (21) requires interpolation using the values
of at the four pixels nearest to . Very often,
the deformation per frame is large and Assumption 1 does
not hold. In particular, whenever the max norm of
(which is equal to the max norm of ) is more than 1, the

CFL condition [26] will be violated.2 In this case, (20) needs
to be iterated times, replacing by

each time. The implementation of (4) is summa-
rized in Algorithms 2 (radial) and 3 (arclength).

As detailed in Algorithms 2 and 3, and its ex-
tension onto all level sets need to be computed at each time
step . For the radial parametrization (Algorithm 2), this can
be done without computing the zero level set (contour).3 For
the arclength parametrization (Algorithm 3), at each iteration,
(i) the contour (zero level set) needs to be computed; it needs
to always be traversed in the same order (say clockwise); and
starting point correspondence needs to be maintained; and (ii)
the basis points need to be moved along with the contour using
(17).

C. Deform PF-MT: Mode Tracking on Residual Space

For our problem, the residual posterior

where is compact notation for the right hand
side of (3). The Dirac delta function is trivially unimodal

at . So we only need to find the mode

2The CFL condition for stability of (20) requires that the max norm of
� be less than one [26] However, note that since we do not evolve a
PDE to convergence, it is not clear if the CFL condition needs to be satisfied.

3Assuming the requirement of normal extension velocities [28], [29] is re-
laxed (this is done very often in numerical implementations since it will only
result in more frequent re-initialization of level set functions [26]).
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of and set equal to it, and then set

. Thus, we set ,
where is computed as

where (22)

This follows from (9) and (6). is then used to com-
pute by using (3). The minimization of is
done using gradient descent. The gradient of is

, where .
Implementing the above using the level set method is very
expensive, because for each particle, , at each gradient descent
iteration, , the gradient computation involves: (a) computing

which may take multiple level set iterations;

and (b) computing by solving (8), which
is an expensive matrix square root computation.

A much less expensive, but approximate, solution is to change
our system model slightly, i.e., replace (3) by the following
model:

(23)

With this model, instead of minimizing only along the residual
basis, we minimize along all directions, i.e., we minimize over

both and . Equivalently, we can minimize over , i.e.,
can be redefined as

(24)

where should be the Euclidean norm of

. However, except under the small motion as-
sumption (Assumption 1), the difference of two contours is not
defined. In fact they may not even have the same length. To
handle the general case where small motion may not hold, we
set to be the set symmetric distance [26], [35] between and

, which is always computable for contours. Since the residual
space variance, , is assumed small, gradient descent will re-
sult in only a small change in any coordinate of (or equiva-
lently in any coordinate of or ). In particular, the change
in will be small and thus replacing (3) by (23) is a valid ap-
proximation. Gradient descent of (24) can be efficiently imple-
mented using the standard level set method [28], [29] without
having to ever compute or the intermediate contours. The
small bias introduced by the above can possibly be eliminated
using[36].

We have shown in [21] that the minimizer of (24) can be com-
puted by starting with as initial guess and running
iterations (for some ) of gradient descent to minimize .
Since is small, the maximum value of will also be small
and so a heuristic choice of suffices. In experiments, we use

or 2.
Thus, in summary, we have modified the original mode

tracking method in three ways. (a) We replaced mode search
along by mode search along all directions, which is
equivalent to minimization of (24) over . This is a valid
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approximation because is small and thus change along any
direction, and in particular along , will also be small. (b)
To define in (24), the Euclidean distance cannot be
used (except under small motion) and so we replace it by the
set symmetric distance [26], [35]. (c) Exact mode computation
is replaced by starting with and running only a few (1–2)
iterations of gradient descent to minimize . This has
been shown to approximate the actual mode in [21].

D. Deform PF-MT: Weighting

This involves computing the weights, .
is computed as

(25)

because of the approximation of Section III-C,
needs to be replaced by a constant

times . Thus, (25) is replaced by

(26)

The entire Deform PF-MT is summarized in Algorithm 1.

IV. PARAMETER ESTIMATION: OFFLINE AND ONLINE

In this section, we first discuss how to estimate the effective
deformation dimension, , and the rest of the system model
parameters, using a training sequence (offline). Next, we discuss
some ideas on how to deal with time-varying contour length or
spatial deformation frequency.

A. Estimating and Other System Model Parameters: Offline

Given a training sequence of contours, we first need to com-
pute the translation and the deformation. This is used to es-
timate the effective deformation dimension, , as explained
below. For a given , the algorithm for estimating the rest of
the system model parameters uses stan-
dard maximum likelihood estimation techniques. The complete
algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.

To estimate , we treat the deformation at time ,
as a spatial signal, with (arclength or radial angle) being the
spatial axis. Given a contour sequence, , we first
estimate the deformation sequence, ,
at points as explained in the first
two steps of Algorithm 4. Note that is computable only
at points where intersects the pixel grid, i.e., the ’s
are nonuniformly spaced. Thus, we need to resample all the

’s to a fixed number, , of uniformly spaced points
before computing their discrete Fourier transform (DFT). If

is the minimum parameter spacing
between any two consecutive points, and is the average
contour length (for radial parametrization, ),
we use . After the uniform resampling, the
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spatial axis spacing of the consecutive elements of is
where ( for radial).4

From our system model, given in (3)–(7), the deformation
is temporally stationary and ergodic. Thus, we can estimate
its power spectral density (PSD) [37, p.282] as the average
(over the sequence) of the squared DFT magnitudes of
weighted by . We need to average over multiple squared DFT
magnitudes since can be spatially nonstationary, e.g.,
often one region of the contour deforms more than the others.
We compute as the smallest frequency for which the
maximum PSD value outside is smaller than (this
is sometimes called the -bandwidth with ). For this
bandwidth, and assuming perfect interpolation, by Nyquist’s
criterion, the maximum distance between basis points needs
to be smaller than . This corresponds to

. The above algorithm is summarized
in step 3 of Algorithm 4.

For spatially nonstationary deformation, one can either use
the strategy described above or assume a model for piecewise
spatial stationarity, estimate the boundaries of the different sta-
tionary regions, and compute and for each such region
separately. If this can be done accurately, it will be more effi-
cient, e.g., if a large region deforms very little, it can be assigned

. We will experiment with this in future work.

B. Dealing With Slow Time-Varying Effective Basis: Online

The effective deformation dimension, , needs to be large
enough so that (needed to apply PF-MT). For the
arclength parametrization, there is a need to change effective
basis if either (a) total length or arclength distance between basis
points (knots) changes, or (b) the spatial frequency response of
the deformation changes and consequently the required distance
between basis points, , changes. For radial parametrization,
the total angular “length” is always and also the basis
points always remain angular distance apart, i.e., (a) does
not occur.

4For arclength parametrization, the resampling amounts to shrinking/
stretching the spatial axis length from ��� � to � , followed by
uniformly sampling ��� ��� arclength distance apart. This changes the
frequency content of � and, hence, is valid only for a set of approximately
equal length contours (small shrinking/stretching).

Change in Total or Local Contour Arclength. Consider the ar-
clength parametrization. Assume that the spatial frequency re-
mains constant and that we know the maximum allowable value
of the distance between consecutive basis points, , to ensure
that . As the contour deforms, the arclength dis-
tance between consecutive basis points, and also its total length,
change. There is a need to change effective basis if this distance
becomes significantly smaller (starting to estimate noise) or sig-
nificantly larger (residual deformation too large) than .5 This
is done as follows. Choose and .6 We
declare a need to change effective basis, whenever the following
occurs for “most” (more than 50%) of the contour particles: the
arclength distance between any two consecutive basis points ex-
ceeds or goes below . We evaluate the new effec-
tive basis as follows: Compute where is
the length of the maximum weight contour particle. Uniformly
allocate the basis points on the arclengths of all con-
tour particles, i.e., set

and compute the new effective basis functions using
(18) for each contour particle. When the effective basis changes,
the old effective basis velocity coefficients’ vector, needs
to be projected into the new basis. This is done by interpolating

using the old effective basis, and then computing a least
squares estimate of the coefficients in the new basis, i.e.,

(27)

where denotes the new effec-
tive basis and denotes the old one. One
also needs to compute for using (15).

Deform PF-MT with a Time-Varying effective basis (Deform
PF-MT-TV) is summarized in Algorithm 5.

5PF-MT only requires � to be small enough which only translates to an
upper bound on the distance between consecutive basis points, � . However, in
practice, if the distance between basis points becomes too small, the PF starts
estimating noise (demonstrated in Fig. 4). Thus, distance becoming too small
also needs to be detected and corrected.

6These are chosen heuristically to ensure that the arclength distance between
two knot locations does not become too much larger or smaller than � . To be
perfectly accurate, one should change effective basis every time the distance
between any two knots exceeds � �� � � � � �, but that would
require too many basis changes. Also, if � is too large, knots may go too
far (miss tracking important deformation) and if � is too small, knots may
come too close (estimate noise), which is also undesirable.
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Fig. 1. Tracking through two nonaffine contour modes of the likelihood and avoiding distraction by false edges (radial parametrization). (a) Nonaffine deformation
per frame of the dark gray object is small and, hence, affine PF-MT [22] is able to track it. (b) Nonaffine deformation per frame is large and, hence, Affine PF-MT
[22] fails even with increasing the gradient descent iterations. Deform PF-MT [Fig. 1(c)] works. The sequences had 15 frames. (a) Small nonaffine deformation.
Affine PF-MT [22] with� � � gradient descent iterations in Mode Tracking (MT) step: works. (b) Large nonaffine deformation. Affine PF-MT [22] with� � ��

descent iterations in MT step: fails (similar result obtained with� � � or� � � iterations also). (c) Large nonaffine deformation. Deform PF-MT (Algorithm 1)
with only � � � descent iterations in MT step: works (also works with � � �).

Change in Spatial Frequency Response. If (b) occurs, i.e.,
if the spatial frequency response of the contour deformation
changes over time, it will require re-estimating and, hence,

. This can be done as follows. At each , use a few previ-
ously tracked deformation vectors (i.e., use the PF-MT estimate
of for ) and estimate and as
described in Section IV-A. If changes significantly from its
current value, then there is a need to change . Algorithm 5
can then be applied for arclength parametrization. For radial
parametrization, in Algorithm 5, we will need to use ,
compute using (11), and remove step 3d.

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since the posterior can be multimodal, plotting the posterior
“mean” contour is not useful. Also, on the space of contours,
there is no clear definition of a “mean” contour. In all the figures,
we plot two contours with the largest posterior (largest weights).
The largest weight contour is shown as a solid cyan line, and the
second largest one as a dashed yellow line.

In Figs. 1, 2, and 3, we show simulated examples of situ-
ations where Affine PF-MT [22] will fail but Deform PF-MT
(Algorithm 1) will work. Because Deform PF-MT importance
samples on the space of local deformations, it is able to avoid

distractions by false nearby edges (Fig. 1), false nearby edges
and similar nearby color (Fig. 2) and similar color nearby ob-
jects (Fig. 3). In Fig. 4, we demonstrate the need to change ef-
fective basis (the need to use Algorithm 5) as contour length
changes for the arclength parametrization. Figs. 1 and 2 use the
radial parametrization, while Figs. 3 and 4 use the arclength
parametrization. We demonstrate the ability to track through
partial occlusions of a car sequence in Figs. 6 and in 7, we
show tracking of a brain tumor boundary through sequential
MRI slices. In Section V-C, we discuss the computational cost
and parallelization ideas.

In all simulations, we assume known initial state, i.e., known
location of the contour and its velocity at the initial time,

. The initial contour estimation is the segmentation problem
which is well studied in literature. The purpose of doing this
is to only evaluate only the dynamic tracking performance and
not incorrect initial state handling. For simulation sequences,
we use the simulated value of the contour as the initial contour.
For real sequences, the initialization is done as in previous work
[22]: We manually mark out a few (5–6) initial points and use
the resulting contour as the initial guess to perform Chan-Vese
segmentation [31]. Note that our algorithm is not sensitive to
the choice of initial points as long as they mark out the correct
object’s region and Chan-Vese is able to segment out the object.
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Fig. 2. Tracking through outlier noise (radial parametrization). Starting at � � �, every even frame was an outlier similar to frame 6 shown in the second
column. (a) Affine PF-MT [22] loses track. Here, we ensured that frame 5 remains in track (done by removing gradient descent towards edge energy) and use more
descent iterations, but Affine PF-MT still loses track. Increasing descent iterations seems to only worsen the loss of track (contour attracted more towards outlier).
(b) Deform PF-MT (Algorithm 1) remains in track until � � �, very slight loss of track after that. The sequence had 15 frames. (c), (d) We used the method
described in Section V-A2 to generate 50 realizations of contour sequences and the corresponding images (outlier noise added at every even frame for � � �),
i.e., we generated sequences similar to the first two rows. For each sequence, we tracked with Deform PF-MT and Affine PF-MT and computed the set symmetric
distance of the MAP contour (contour particle with largest weight) from the ground truth (simulated contour) and averaged this distance over the 50 realizations.
This is plotted in (c) as a function of time (frame number). In (d), we plot the average set symmetric distance of the “mean” contour from the ground truth. The
“mean” contour is computed by resampling the x and y coordinates of all contour particles to a fixed number of points (use the arclength parametrization) and then
computing their Euclidean mean. (a) Affine PF-MT [22] with� � � gradient descent iterations in Mode Tracking (MT) step and ensuring that frame 5 is in track:
fails. (b) Deform PF-MT (Algorithm 1) with� � � descent iterations in MT step: works. (c) Average set symmetric distance of MAP contour particle from truth.
(d) Average set symmetric distance of “mean” contour from truth.

A. Simulated Sequences

We demonstrate the ability of Deform PF-MT to track
through various types of multimodalities in the image likeli-
hood. We also demonstrate the need to change effective basis
dimension when contour length changes.

1) Distraction by False Edges: In Fig. 1, the object-of-in-
terest is the foreground dark gray object. False edges generated
by the light gray background object result in a second con-
tour mode of the likelihood. The two modes are separated by
nonaffine deformation. In Fig. 1(a), the nonaffine deformation
of the object-of-interest is small (slowly deforming) and so
it is correctly tracked using Affine PF-MT [22]. However, in
Fig. 1(b)–(c), the object-of-interest has large nonaffine defor-
mation per frame (fast deforming) and so Affine PF-MT fails.

We simulated the image sequences as follows. The contour
of the background (light gray) object was simulated by starting
with a circle at and using the system model described in
(4)-(7) with (corresponds to ) to move and

deform it. We used and .
The residual deformation was set to zero while simulating, i.e.,
we set . The contour of the dark gray deforming object
(object of interest) was also simulated with a model similar to
the one above with the difference that a nonzero drift term, ,
was added in (5). We used in Fig. 1(a)
(small deformation per frame) but we used in
Fig. 1(b)–(c) (large deformation per frame). This introduced a
nonzero bias in the velocity dynamics near the sixth knot (basis
point), resulting in inward motion of that region with nonzero
average velocity at any . The intensity of each pixel inside
the contour of the object of interest (dark gray) was taken to
be i.i.d Gaussian distributed with mean and variance

. The mean intensity of the background (light gray)
object was and variance was . The outer
(black) background had mean intensity, and variance,

.
We compared the tracking of the dark gray object using De-

form PF-MT [Fig. 1(c)] with that using Affine PF-MT [22]
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Fig. 3. Tracking through simulated occlusion (arclength parametrization with � � � basis points). Every even frame beginning � � �� was occluded by an
object with the same intensity as the background object. The sequence had 21 frames. (a) Affine PF-MT with� � � gradient descent iterations: fails, (b) Deform
PF-MT (Algorithm 1, parametric): works. First three plots use � � � descent iterations. Last two plots use � � �.

Fig. 4. Need to change effective basis. The dark gray object deforms and keeps reducing in size which requires reducing� . (a) Tracked using Deform PF-MT-TV
(Algorithm 5). The tracking is not perfect because only � � �� particles were used. (b) We show what happens if we keep tracking using Deform PF-MT with
� � �. Some contours develop self intersections resulting in zero weight assigned to them (not shown). The ones that survive are those which did not self-intersect
because they started expanding instead (shown). (a) Tracking using Deform PF-MT-TV. (b) Tracking using Deform PF-MT.

[Fig. 1(b)]. We used particles in both cases. Obser-
vation likelihood was defined as explained in Section II-C. The
edge term was taken from [6]. It had two equally strong modes
at the background and foreground objects. The region term was
the Chan-Vese model [31], [22] with one difference: the back-
ground could have two possible intensities and . This is
explained in the Appendix. It had a strong mode only at the
object of interest. Thus, the combined likelihood had a strong
mode at the object of interest and a weaker mode at the back-
ground object. When tracking with Deform PF-MT, we used all
simulation parameters with the exception that we set .
Instead, to track the nonzero bias in the velocity, we increased
the system noise variance of the sixth knot to 5, i.e.,

was used for tracking. Residual deforma-
tion was tracked as explained in the Mode Tracking step (step
2a) of Deform PF-MT with Gradient Descent iterations
in Fig. 1(c) (similar result obtained with also). As can be
seen, just 2 iterations suffice.

In Fig. 1(b), we track the same sequence using Affine PF-MT
[22]. This used the space of affine deformations as the effective
basis and all nonaffine deformation was treated as “residual de-
formation” (tracked using a method similar to Mode Tracking of
Algorithm 1). We show results with descent iterations

(similar results were obtained even with or ). Since
there are two distinct modes with roughly the same affine defor-
mation (w.r.t. a circle) and nonaffine deformation per frame is
large, the contours get stuck to the wrong mode in the Mode
Tracking step. Increasing descent iterations does not help. We
would like to clarify that we did not learn the affine deforma-
tion parameters (and, hence, it is not a fair comparison), but we
changed the values a number of times until best possible results
were obtained.

2) Distraction by Outliers and Quantitative Evaluation: The
sequence of Fig. 2 was generated exactly as above, but with
large outlier noise added to the image intensity in all even frames
starting at . Outlier observations similar to the one shown
in the second column of Fig. 2 were simulated by increasing
the observation noise to in these frames. This
results in both false nearby edges and false nearby similar in-
tensity regions. Before and at , the dark gray object is
well approximated by affine deformation of a circle and, hence,
is in track using both algorithms (if enough descent iterations
are used for Affine PF-MT [22]). However, at and after ,
Affine PF-MT gets stuck in the wrong mode due to the outlier
observation. Since it does not importance sample on local de-
formation, it is unable to get back to the correct mode before
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Fig. 5. Example of tracking both foreground and background object simultaneously using Deform PF-MT (same sequence as in Fig. 2).

the next outlier appears (outliers appear every alternate frame).
Increasing gradient descent iterations only worsens the loss of
track. On the other hand, Deform PF-MT is able to get back to
the correct mode and remain in track [Fig. 2(b)].

We simulated 50 realizations of the above sequence and
tracked them using both Affine and Deform PF-MT. Average
set symmetric distance of the MAP (largest weight) contour
from the ground truth is plotted for both algorithms in Fig. 2(c)
and (d). We also plot the average set symmetric distance of
the posterior “mean” contour. The “mean” was computed by
resampling the x and y coordinates of all contour particles
(treated as a function of arclength) to a fixed number of points
and computing the Euclidean mean. This is a valid “mean”
only if the contours have small differences in length or in local
arclength.

3) Distraction by Similar Colored Occlusion: The contour
and image sequence of Fig. 3 was generated as above, with the
difference that now every even frame starting at was an
“occlusion” by an object of the same color as the object-of-in-
terest—see the second column in the figure. A second difference
was that the arclength parametrization was used here (the pre-
vious two figures used the radial parametrization). Here again
Affine PF-MT gets distracted by the similar colored occluder
and is unable to come back in track, while Deform PF-MT is
able to.

4) Need for a Time-Varying Effective Basis: In Fig. 4, we
demonstrate the need to change the effective basis for the ar-
clength parametrization when contour length changes. We used

here. In the sequence shown, the contour length keeps
reducing because of a positive inward drift added to and

(simulated by using a nonzero drift
added to ). In the simulated sequence, reduces from 6 to
4 at and to 3 at . While tracking using Deform
PF-MT-TV (Algorithm 5), we detected the need to reduce
from 6 to 5 at , from 5 to 4 at and to 3 at .
The tracking results are shown in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(b), we show
what happens if we do not allow change in , i.e., we track with
Deform PF-MT with and not allowing effective basis
change. When the knots come too close, the velocity samples at
these points often erroneously result in a contour with self-in-
tersections (which breaks). Whenever a contour breaks, it gets
assigned zero weights in our algorithm (since we do not allow
topology changes). Thus the only particles that survive are those
which started expanding erroneously.

5) Tracking Multiple Contours: As suggested by an anony-
mous reviewer, we show results for simultaneously tracking
both the foreground and background object in Fig. 5. The key
idea of our algorithm is to apply an idea similar to the Adaptive

PF proposed in [38] in combination with Deform PF-MT to
track the different objects. We introduced this idea in [39].
More work is needed to improve the resulting algorithm. This
will be part of future work.

B. Real Sequences: Car and Brain MRI Sequences

Fig. 6 shows a moving car going under a street pole which
partially occludes it for some frames. One may want to track
the full car or track the portion to the left of the pole or
the right portion of the car. We demonstrate the first two
cases. The left part of the car was tracked by using

and 7 in the region-based
term of the likelihood defined in (31) in the Appendix. For
tracking the full car, we used,
but and

.
Tracking results for the left car using Affine and Deform

PF-MT are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. Full car
tracking is shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d). The left part of the car has
significant nonaffine deformation over time and, hence, Affine
PF-MT [22] fails [Fig. 6(a)] while Deform PF-MT [Fig. 6(b)]
is able to track it. The full car tracking using either algorithm is
similar, with our method being slightly better. Note that, to ac-
tually compare the power of Affine PF-MT with that of Deform
PF-MT, we have implemented Affine PF-MT [22] also without
the occlusion handling method. Hence, it is also about as inac-
curate as Deform PF-MT. The results of Affine PF-MT shown
in [22] are much more accurate because they include an occlu-
sion handling heuristic (a car template matching term both in
the mode tracking step and the particle weighting step).

Fig. 7 shows sequential segmentation of a set of MRI slices
of different cross sections of the brain. We show results on seg-
menting brain tumor (gray-white region) in Fig. 7(a) and (b).
The low contrast in the images results in a large number of
weak observation likelihood modes, very near the true one. Note
also that there is intensity variation across the sequence and,
hence, the edge-based likelihood term helps remain in track.
Both Affine and Deform PF-MT have similar performance. We
were also able to sequentially segment the right ventricle (inside
black region), but not very well (not shown). All of this was done

7The intensities are initially manually chosen by using the intensity of any
one point in each of the regions. At future times, we automatically use the av-
erage intensity of the inside of the previous contour. Since the likelihood also
contains a region term and an edge term, a precise knowledge of region inten-
sities is not required. In general, they can also be chosen automatically using a
more sophisticated segmentation technique taken from any state-of-the-art seg-
mentation paper. However, since the observation likelihood choice is not the
focus of this work, this has not been done.
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Fig. 6. Tracking a car through partial occlusion by a pole. For (a) and (b) (left part of car), � � ������� ��	��
�	� � ����� � � ������� ��	��
�	� � ����
and � � ������� ��	��
�	� � 	�� ���. For (c) and (d) (full car), � � � � ������� ��	��
�	� � ���� but � � ������� ��	��
�	� � 	�� ��� and
� � ������� ��	��
�	� � ����. The sequence had 40 frames. Note that the left part of the car has significant nonaffine deformation over time and, hence,
Affine PF-MT [22] fails [Fig. 6(a)] while Deform PF-MT [Fig. 6(b)] is able to track it. The full car tracking using either algorithm is similar, with our method
being slightly better. Note that here we have implemented Affine PF-MT without the occlusion handling heuristic of [22] (same for Deform PF-MT also). In this
figure, black solid and black dashed lines denote the largest and second largest weight contours. (a) Tracking the contour for the car to left of the pole using Affine
PF-MT [22]: fails. (b) Tracking the contour for the car to left of the pole using Deform PF-MT (Algorithm 1): works. (c) Tracking the full car using Affine PF-MT
[22]. (d) Tracking the full car using Deform PF-MT (Algorithm 1).

without learning the contour dynamics and, hence, the poor seg-
mentation of the ventricle. Learning its dynamics as explained
in Section IV will help improve the results a lot.

C. Computational Cost and Parallelization

The Deform PF-MT code is available at http://www.
ece.iastate.edu/~namrata/research/Contour-
Track.html#code [34]. The current implementation is an
unoptimized MATLAB code (with many obvious inefficiencies)
developed only for proof-of-concept. It takes roughly 20 min
to track using particles for time instants,
i.e., time taken per frame is 1 min. This was for a 102 102
image. We expect this to reduce significantly by just removing
the inefficiencies in the MATLAB code. However, the more
important point is that when we did a MATLAB Profiler anal-
ysis, it was observed that 99.7% of the time taken in running

Deform PF-MT is spent in the importance sampling, mode
tracking and weighting steps. However, note that importance
sampling, mode tracking and weighting are the steps that can
be easily parallelized. In fact the parallelization is conceptually
very simple. At each time, , one just needs to implement the
same importance sampling, mode tracking and weighting on

processors. The outputs of all processors are collected by
the th processor which performs resampling and outputs
the tracking result. At time , it sends the new observation
and the resampled particles from time to each of the first
processors. This parallel implementation (which is conceptu-
ally simple but requires very careful software engineering and
programming) is part of ongoing work.

Thus, when the parallel version of Deform PF-MT is devel-
oped, we predict that the time taken by Deform PF-MT will re-
duce to almost of the time it takes to run a nonparallel op-
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Fig. 7. Tracking the tumor (gray-white region) in a brain MRI sequence. Notice the low contrast imagery. Both Affine and Deform PF-MT have similar tracking
performance. The sequence had 20 frames. Data obtained from Dr. T. Ryken (University of Iowa). (a) Tracking the tumor (gray-white region) through sequential
MR slices of brain using Affine PF-MT [22]. (b) Tracking the tumor (gray-white region) through sequential MR slices of brain using Deform PF-MT (Algorithm
1).

timized C++ code, which itself will be faster than (or at least
as fast as) the current unoptimized MATLAB version. Thus, the
time taken should reduce to less than .

min per frame (1.5 s per frame). There will of
course be a little extra overhead for the communication between
the th (resampling) processor and each of the (impor-
tance sampling/weighting) processors.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OPEN ISSUES

A new algorithm for tracking local contour deformations,
called Deform PF-MT is developed. Deform PF-MT importance
samples the x-y translation and “subsampled” deformation (fol-
lowed by interpolating it onto the entire contour) while replacing
importance sampling by deterministic posterior mode tracking
(MT) for the rest of the deformation (residual deformation). A
novel system model for contour deformation dynamics is pro-
posed and the algorithm to importance sample from it using the
level set method is developed. The effective basis can change
with time. We discuss when and how to detect and estimate this
change.

There are many open issues. First, the correct way to param-
eterize deformation is not clear as discussed in Section II-D.
Radial angle (or any x-y location based) parametrization is
easy to implement and handles topology changes, but there is
a nonuniqueness problem if two or more points on the contour
have nearly equal radial angle. The arclength parametrization
handles this issue, but cannot deal with topology changes and
is expensive to implement using the level set method. Second,
the approaches for detecting and estimating the change in
effective basis, described in Section IV-B, for both types of
parametrization need to be studied in more detail. Two different
approaches that will be pursued are discussed in [40] and [39].

Deform PF-MT can be made to run in real-time once its par-
allel implementation is developed, which, as we describe in Sec-
tion V-C, is conceptually very simple to do. Another impor-
tant practical issue is to improve the observation models, e.g.,
the region based observation model can be improved by also
tracking object and background intensities as in [2], to allow for
illumination variations over time. Finally, applications to med-
ical image sequence segmentation problems, e.g., tracking dif-
ferent regions of an organ such as the brain or the heart, from
an MRI sequence or from a more noisier ultrasound sequence,
are currently being explored. A key potential application is in
image guided surgery where the brain deforms when the skull
is opened and there is a need to quickly segment the current
brain slice where surgeon is operating. For most medical image
sequences, large amounts of hand-segmented training data can
be obtained. Current experimental results are without using the
parameter estimation algorithm of Section IV, but learning can
greatly improve the results.

APPENDIX

EXPLAINING THE OBSERVATION MODEL

The observation at time where denotes
the image and denotes the edge map (locations of all edges
detected using Canny’s method). The region based likelihood
is a slight modification of the Chan-Vese model [31] and the
edge term is similar to the model used in Condensation [6]. The
observation model can be expressed as follows:

where (28)

where (29)
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(30)

where

(31)

where is the image size, is the number of edges in the
edge map and is the indicator function for the region
inside the contour . Other parameters are explained while we
list the implicit assumptions of the above model.

1) Combined Likelihood: The image, , and the edge map,
, are independent given . This assumption is obviously not

true but is a convenient way to combine both likelihoods.
2) Assumptions for the Edge Term (30): are as follows.
a) Edge points are generated either by the object contour

or by clutter. Each contour point may either generate no
edge(missed detection), or may generate any one of the
edge points [6]. More than one contour point may gen-
erate the same edge.

b) The location of an edge point generated by a contour point
is i.i.d. Gaussian distributed about the contour point with
variance .

c) The edge points generated by clutter can occur anywhere
in the image with uniform probability, .
Since the image size is pixels, we get

.
d) To compute the exact edge likelihood, one would need to

evaluate likelihood terms corresponding to
the different permutations linking a contour point to an
edge point and sum them. This will be very expensive.
The above model assumes that the observation likelihood
given the most likely permutation is much larger than the
rest. Thus, it implicitly assumes that (i) the distance of the
edge point closest to a contour point is much smaller than
that of any other edge point and (ii) when a contour point
is missed (not detected), its distance from all edge points
is much larger than .

3) Assumptions for the Region Term (31): are as follows.
a) The image is separated into object and background re-

gion by the contour. The pixels in the object region are
i.i.d. Gaussian distributed with mean intensity , vari-
ance .

b) The background pixels are also i.i.d. Gaussian with vari-
ance , but have one of two possible mean values,

.

c) is assumed to be sufficiently large compared to
, so that either the likelihood using is much larger

than that using or vice versa.
4) Spatially Dependent Observation Noise: The spatially in-

dependent observation noise assumption is never true in prac-
tice. For the region term, we instead assume in implementation,
that regions (e.g., ) in the image have the same ob-
servation noise. For the edge term, we replace the summation
over all contour points by summation over a subsampled
set of points.
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